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A Combinational Model for, the Interpretation 9nd Use of
Propositions in the Context of Elementary Mathematics *

'Susanne Damarin
The Ohio State University

a'

Over a period of several ,years mathematics educators haye been interested

in the ability of teachers of elementary and secondary school mathematics to

use propositional logic. Evidence of this interest abounds in several forms:

many programs for preservice training of mathemitics teachers require course-

work on elementary logic; a large proportion of elementary teachers' textbooks

on m2Ahemati,cs and mathematics methods include chapters or units on logic.

Log if is among the topics with which the ComMittee brrythe Undergraduate Pro-
t

gram in Mathematics (1971) recommended elementary and secondary teachers of

mathematics be conversant, and the National Council of Teachers of Matheratics,'

in its Guidelines for the Preparation of Teachers (1974) made a similar recommen-
.

dation./ Artitles such as the Exne-Hilton debate (Exner 1971, Hilton 1971)

,

have appeared ih journals devoted to the teaching of mathematics, and research

on'teachers' use of ,logical connectives (Gregory 1972, Gregory and Osborne

I
1975) and their ability to make inferences (Easterday and Henry 1578, Eisenberg

and,McGinty 1974, Jansson 1975, Juraschek 1978) has been reported ih journals

devoted to research on mathemat'its education.

0

However,,there is evidence in many of the same sources that while

logic might be judged important it-is not considered all that important" by

mathematics educators/. Although .textbooks or programs may include chapters

or courses on logic, these unitsbare generally integrated poorly, if at all,

-with the re inder of the text materials'; indeed textbooks on mathematics for

.
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eleMentary teachersfrntly include logic as .:the last, chapter, thus clearly

demonstrating the Inflependence'of the preceding material from logic. Eisen-
r,

berg and McGinty (1975) have examined the contents of textbooks for e ementary

determine the coverage of logic and concluded that it was generallyteachers to

,inadequate.

'and Richert

.except for

metc)

'The writer has'examined one popular mathematics textbook (Kelley
rt

1970), coding all uses Of logical connectives and concluded that

a ew difficult a g .g., the Fundamental. Theorem of Arith-,

understanding of disjunctive, conditional, or bitonditional connective's

or- constructions is,6unnecessary to an understanding of the text content

%

This finding is not entirely inconsistent with the statement

Committee om the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics (1971):

,the elemen1tary iary notipns of logic such as logical
connectives, negation, and the quaotifiters should
be. tre xpilicitly only after attention has been
calle ,nf nm Ily 42....their uses in other mathema-
tical context . Indirect proofs 6pd the use of
counterexampl s arise naturally and shOuld be,,
stressed whe the structure of the number systems
is examined. However, in the final stages of an
elementary t acher's training it is useful to
return to 1 gic in a more explicit way

However the ability of i5reservice elementary teachers t pe with indirect
-

proqf and the use of counterexamples in the absence 1f prior training on the

use of proltsitional language and°17ic has been questioned, at least'in--
4

0 ,

formally, by many te6cher,educators.,charga with teaching the structure of

the number systems to.preservice teacher's.'

Perhaps it is 'this naggingquestion which has Jed researchers-such as

Easterday'and Henry (1978), Eisenberg and McGinty (1974),Jansson (1975) and

Juraschek (197a) :to'examine performance of preservi:ce elementary teachers on
.4

tests of interencs: Thi results' of- these studies have revealed po r performance
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on items involving,disjunctive,,conditional; and
.
biconditional statement

/(
.

However, it'should be noted that the test items used by these researchers did
"pi

.

not refer to mathematical concepts or arguments, but rather to familiar object

(cars, bikes, sisters, etc.,). There would appear to be no reason. to belTeve

that trainng such as that recommended by CUPM,should generalize to the collo-
,

quial -contexts of 'these items; nor, conversely, is it obvious that performqvg,4"
o /-

/
on these items should transfer to mathematical context Thus the importance,

of these st6iles to the concerns of CUPM and others is unc ear; Moreover, even

if the relevance of these studies is established, .they provide littre direction 4
to the teacher educator.

/

Purpose, Assumptions, end Definitions

The pp/rpose of the analyses and studies described below is to construct'

an organIzational model, analgous to a learning hierarchy, which. at once,

exhibits relationships among preservice teachers' skills in the use and

interpretation Of'')o§ical cognectives in mathematica contexts, nd provides

di/reation to teachers of courses on mathematics and mathematics methods who

seek to acquaint their students with' those notions of clo._ recommended by

CUPM.

A major assumF tion underlying this effort 'asserts that one of
---'' the prihcipal fact Ts determining the ability of individuals to use

and interpret propOsitional language in a manner consistent with
deductive logic, as well as theeppropriateness of that usage, is
the context in which,the language is presented or requested. The

context has at least three aspects: (1) the concepts or phenomena
with which the` statements deal,.(A the availability of additional

g'
-information concerning the conce or,phenqmena, and (3) 'the
nature of the interpretive task. What is "natural" or lingui,s,tiCally
appropriate in some contexts might be "formal" or even artificial,
as well as-Ileqlstically inappropriate, in other contexts, and vice-
versa. The fundamental relationships between logic and mathemdtits
imply an a priori -importance to logic in mathematical contexts;

.._ .
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moreover, these elationships lend a "natural" character to pro -

positional stat ants about mathematical concepts.
Parts of this asilhimption are bolstered b examination of the

research literature on use of logic. AltFiough the effects of
mathematical vs. nonmathematical contexts have not yet been'
sufficiently studied setgl:al, differences are apparent when one
'compares the results' of studies-in different contexts. The most
striking of these concerns the dijunction. Several researchers
(e.g., Jurashek 1978)" using tests concerning nonmathematical
concepts or -cOjects, have found strong evidence ,that subjects in-
terpret the word "or" exclusively. in two studies using mathemac
tical concepts (set membershipoodd and even numbers),,.. on the other
hand, Damarin -0977a, 1977b) found, that appi-oklimatel-yca---third of
the subjects interpreted "or" inclusively, e h If of tioe sub-
jects treated "or" as if it were ',!and;" no subject onsiseently
treated "or" as an exclusive disjunction.

A second assumption is ihmIt the importance of elementary teachers' under -

stanTing of logicarOhnectives is complex. 'Not
/
only shOuld teachers be able

to draw,valid inferences, from clearly stated pairs (or strings) of stateMents;4'

they Should also be" able to.translate such statements into other forms such Ss 116

equations, inequalities, and listings of truth sets, and conversily. Undeed,

some Of these translational abilities are.necessary to the full understandling

of the statements,and, therefore, to the con s istent drawing of appropriate'

inferences. The forms in which statements and their transrations are presented

will be called "presentation modes.")
, .

At least three modes of Oesenting information concerning
mathematical relations among variables,as.they ange over dichot-

Isomously partitioned sets (e.9% odd and.even int erS, zero and.
nonzero counting numbers, etc.) can be identifie . These three
presentation modes area

- Logical statements: Simple statements (p,q) or compound'
statements in the forms "p a q," "p or q,', "if p then
" and "p if'and only if q; neither p na-- q refer

/
irectly to mathematical' oper tlons.'

.

- Mathematical statements': , S.imple statements whose subjects
are (the f-esultsof) thematical operattions- or state-

4 ments (e.g. eqeatlon Xpi-essing mathematical relatier
between algebraic ex sions.

4
r

1* ,

4
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- Sortinqs of the set of possibilities: Pa'rtitions of the
set of possible "values" (with respect to the dichotomous
ppf:tition) of the variables into "true" and "false" sets.

Examples pf these presentation modes foi- situations involving two variables

and the partition of the irlegers into classes of odd and even' numbers

('
presented in table 1.

Table 'l

Presentation of Equivalent information in 3 modes'

Mathematical
Statement

Logical

Statement

Sorting of the replacement set

M + N is. odd M is even if and Truth set:
only if .N is odd [(M odd, N even), (M even, N Odd)]

Complement':

[(M odd, N odd), (M everi,,,N even)]

M x N is even M is even or N is Truth set:
even / HM odd, N even), (M even, N odd),

(orY (M even, N n)]

If M is odd, then Complement:
N is even [1M odd, N odd)]

M -x N is odd M is odd and Iris-
odd

Truth set:

[(M odd, N odd)]

(

Apy piece of information which dan be presented in one of these modes can

also be state,d4p either of the others; translation from one mode to another is
.

--Trequently a critical component of-Indirect proof and of the identification of

counterexamples. There are six translation tasks which can be formed among

the three modes; these ar Identified and named in table 2.

See next page for Table 2

'71
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Task Name

Table 2
Descriptions of six translation tasks

4

Translation Task

LM

rML

A

Giverra logical statement, sort the set of possibilities by
indicating for'which possibilities the statement is true.

-

Given a mathematical statement, sort the set of possibilities
by indicating for which possibilities he*4atpment is true.

Given a logical statement select an equivalent mathematical
statement.

e
Given a mathematical-statement select an equivalent logical
statement.

Given a sorting of the set of possibilities select a logical
statement describing the 'true set. .

M' Given' a sorting of the set of possibilities seletLa ma he-
,matical statement deScribing the true set., .

.

0.

Quest-ions concerning the relatidnships among these tasks and between'these

tasks and the inference process can be posed at many levelS. Are these 6-ansla-
,

tions constituent parts of the inference process? Do some translatitbs occur.

44

av,parts of others? For example, does -performance of translation LM consist,

of rierformir? firstl.. and then M'? Can individuals who can perform one trans-
_

lation also perform its reverse? .Cen translation LM beper\Formed by persons

erous other citiestiOns Might be addressed.who cannot perform translation L.

P

It is not the purpose here to address the questib of whether: the trans-

1 tion processes outlined above, are actually involved Ln the cognitikte pro-

-ct.)

cessing of statements and the extraction of inferences from them. Rather the

point of view adopted--i-s....t.indiOdugs dF-S0 i

(..
nces,on the bases of their

understandings'of the meanings of statements, and that thedep f understanding
I



)is related to the ability to tranS)ate the statement to'equigal nt statemen

,
in,the'same mode or in other modes. Mrfreover, systematic errors in inference,

can be explained by misunderstamdings which are revealed in systematic ti'-anSla-

tion'errOrs. The model, described below is therefore' posed,

s

of the organization of skills related td the understa g of, translation

and inference from statements about mathematical concepts and variables.

of as a potential

model.for the actual cognitive processing of stateMents,' rather as a mod

The Model

The understanding of mathematical arguMents, proof, and counterexample is

dependents upon the understanding of mathematical statements, understanding of'
s

logical statements, and thegability, to make translations and comparisons back

and forth between logical and mathematical modes.

The understanding ,of Statements in each mode-has' two.aspects:.-in ereptie (7'"
"b .

understanding w ich i4 operationally defined-as the ability td partition the

replacement set into the tr'uth set and its complement; and constrOctive under-
,

standing which i5 the ability to use the statement to describe the appropriate

sorting for the replacement set. Thesability to make translation L or M listed

in table 2 is'indicative

fre
while the ability to make translation Li, or M' reveals tonstructive.under-.

0

of given,interpretive
,

understanding of the statement,

standing.

Translation from a oathematical

interpr

statement to a logical statement requires

ation of the mathematical statement and construction of the logical

statement frommpe interpretatioh7
. An analogous pair of operations is required

,

for translation\from a logical to a mathemati'cal statement.. USing the operation

Q /

names assigned in table 2,-ML, translation from a 'mathematical' to an eqU-ivalent-,

o L r.)
L U

-s
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logical tatement is modelled as the composite of skills M and. ,Similarly

LM' is model led as the composite of ski ll's L and M'. Figure 1, below illustrates

the model. In the absense of research evidelice establishing relationships

between or .among L, L', M, and M' , theSe skill's are considered to be indepen7.

dent of each other. On the basis of a priori nalysis above, LM is con-,

4,idered 'as l*W and ML as M*L'.

M (the/n4l1C4

Sizriekieut
1Cct (

taireklevit
J A

L =M 1-.1

-LH = L.-4z

I,

Empirical Studies: Support for the Model

A number of investigations related -,to this model ha e been conducted-
,

using populations of preserVice elementary teac24 her% (Damari 1976, 1977a,

1977b,j978, to appehr). These studies hay; shown that L and L', interpretive

and constructive understanding of loglcal, statements about mathematical

variales are dislinct abilfities witi constructive understanding beng more

Prevalent' among the, population than' interpretive understanding (1976,-) to

appear). Translation from mathematical to logical statement is correspondingly
*

easier for the Population, than the converse trallaiTons. Interpretive and

consfructive understanding of the mathematical statements tested were correlated
.

i.p this population.

0



The hypothesis that the abi.l ity° to tran,s,lre froM a mathematical to a

logical stateMent iS Apendent-Upon the interpretive understanding of the

mathematital Sta emehl and the constructive understanding of the logical
'

1, )

statement:Was suuorted. 4.7twever the'ltifficul/y of both the-test of inter-

pretative understanding of logical statements and-the test for translation

statements precluded drawing any conclusionfrom logical toinathematiCal
4.1`N% b .

.

i...
exceR!t that thAe skills are rare in oopulation.
4..."-f

'. . 1
) .- .

Empirical Studies': Findings related t interpretive and constructive under;
--\,...

standing of logical statements. Two s dies (1977a, 1977b) revealed that
. _

P4eservi ementary teachers- interpret bs condiion and bicon tional

PfT
. 'A6k

n

statements aboutthemativl-' concepts in the same way they interpret Con-.

junctions, that is,.the only member of the replacement set assigned to the
1 1

..truth set is the element satisfying both Omple statements. The sae studiei

showed that slightly lOs than one-third of the preservice eleMentary teachers

tested interpreted the cohective "or", as an inc sive disjunction.; and more

than .forty percent as a conjunction (the-'remainder were Inconsistent in their

responses). Response patterns on tests of constructive

4,-gtsprved to be similar but less well-defined (1978).

understanding were

.)
Because the evidence concerning interpretation -of "or Standsin stark

contrast to the findings of,other researchers (Eisenberg and McGinty 1974,

-Janssoh)975, Juraschek J978) who used inferenee tests in non-mathematical
- / .' ,

Ntontexts, .an .attempt was made to determine whzither the context of statements

* 4
ei
determine& the interpretive understandina of the word "or."

i-,

, TDamarin to
,

/2,-, ..-

appear). Inference items_and interpretive understanding items werekoconstitctied
: 4, .

Jr Tathematic61-, technical, - scientific,
,... .. ,. /

an fam iliar content areas yielding six

10

9

.
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ests. 4 When tests were randomly ordered and administered to preservice elemell-
.

taryteachers )t was found that these subjects were more likely to make in
' elusive disjunttiVe interpretations or conjunctive interpretatiorts of "or'

on,both interpretiVe and inference tests when statements dealt with mathema
4

tics than when katemepts were. drawn from the othe contexts. An order effect.,-

uUas 'also apparent in the data owever; after some iJcohsistenc.y on the first

several items many sulijects °tended' to settle (on a s in

it on .the. rema in ing items regard less of context."or" and use

0

tation of

110


